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Preface

The nation faces a daunting task: the cleanup of the nuclear weapons factories run by the 
Department of Energy (DOE).  

Tens of billions of dollars have been spent since the initiation of a massive waste 
management and environmental remediation program at U.S. nuclear weapons production 
facilities.  Yet the sites are still plagued by surface water and groundwater contamination.  
Despite this enormous expenditure of money, the threat is growing.  

In Danger Lurks Below, the Alliance for Nuclear Accountability (ANA) details the 
serious shortfalls of DOE’s cleanup program and shows how hazardous materials are migrating 
from nuclear weapons sites, placing the environment, water supply systems and significant
numbers of people at risk.   ANA, founded in 1987, is a national network of organizations that 
represents the concerns of communities near US nuclear weapons factories.  It develops 
educational materials and advocates for safe solutions for the cleanup of the DOE nuclear 
weapons complex. 

The serious and persistent problems discussed in this report are the product of decades of 
mismanagement of the DOE complex.  In Danger Lurks Below, we focus on the 13 largest DOE 
sites; however, it must be noted that many smaller DOE sites also need cleanup.

According to the prestigious National Academy of Sciences, the challenge is enormous.  
In a 1999 report, Groundwater and Soil Cleanup, the Academy warns, “The Department of 
Energy faces monumental challenges in restoring the environment at installations that were part 
of the U.S. nuclear weapons production complex.”  The National Academy adds, “Despite the 
large amount invested in DOE environmental management, progress on groundwater and soil 
remediation has been slow.”1

Eight years earlier, in 1991 the respected US Office of Technology Assessment also 
sounded an alarm about contamination levels in the nation’s nuclear weapons production 
complex.  In their detailed report, Complex Cleanup: The Environmental Legacy of Nuclear 
Weapons Production, the agency says:  “Contamination of soil, sediments, surface water, and 
groundwater throughout the weapons complex is widespread.”  

The report goes on to say:  “Almost every facility has confirmed groundwater 
contamination with radionuclides or hazardous chemicals.  All sites in nonarid locations 
probably have surface water contamination…Substantial quantities of radioactive and mixed 
waste have been buried throughout the complex, many without adequate record of their location 
or composition.”2
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Five years have passed since the Academy of Science report and more than a decade 
since the Office of Technology Assessment’s study.  In the intervening years a few of the 
problems highlighted in those reports have begun to be addressed. But much more remains to be 
done.

How have we arrived at this challenging moment in US history?  What factors 
contributed to this widespread, seemingly intractable, contamination? 

In the early 1940s, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), later known as the 
Department of Energy, opened factories across the nation to construct and test nuclear bombs for 
use in World War II.  The Manhattan Project, as this project was initially called, was run as a 
top-secret operation.  The factories were typically sited near a river or lake or directly above 
ground water.  At the time a water-rich location was seen as a plus because the nuclear reactors 
and other processes required large amounts of water.  This plus has now become a terrible 
detriment as pollutants have migrated to and contaminated these bodies of water, making cleanup 
exceptionally difficult.

The nuclear weapons sites were also located far away from major cities and occupied 
many acres of requisitioned government land.  Farms and entire towns were uprooted to make 
way for this massive project, which ended up occupying an area larger than Rhode Island and 
Delaware combined.  

On August 6, 1945, the US dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Japan, followed by 
another bomb on Nagasaki three days later.  Nuclear weapons production continued even after 
the war to build a stockpile of weapons as a part of the United States’ military policies.  By 1967 
this arsenal totaled 32,000 nuclear weapons.  Since then the arsenal has been reduced to 
approximately 10,000 long-range nuclear weapons.

In the 1980’s the US stopped producing plutonium and tritium for nuclear weapons.  This 
change was a result of the Cold War’s end, disarmament treaties and a shift towards recycling 
plutonium out of old, dismantled weapons.  But the radioactive and toxic contamination legacy 
from the weapons program did not disappear.  

The current administration may exacerbate these problems by generating more 
radioactive and toxic waste at already contaminated sites.  For example, there has been a strong 
push for construction of a new plutonium pit manufacturing facility.  There are also plans for the 
resumption of nuclear testing at the Nevada Test Site (the Enhanced Test Readiness program), 
for the development of new nuclear warheads, including earth penetrating weapons, and 
operation of a $4.5 billion laser fusion project at Lawrence Livermore (the National Ignition 
Facility.)  All of these projects would greatly complicate cleanup at the nuclear weapons sites 
and create an even greater cleanup burden.

Throughout the crash program of the Manhattan Project and much of the Cold War, 
waste policies were viewed as unimportant compared to the urgent need to produce plutonium, 
uranium, and tritium, while designing and testing nuclear weapons. Little information was kept 
on factory operational practices, worker radiation exposures, and waste disposal.  As reported by 
the Office of Technology Assessment, many records regarding waste management were lost

Some government scientists initially claimed that the radioactive elements would 
decompose in a few years or would be diluted to “safe” levels.  Consequently little care was 
taken to protect water, soil, air or human health. This casual stance towards worker safety and 
the environment flew in the face of information that had been available since the early part of the 
twentieth century.  For example, it had been known “since 1920 that uranium miners in Eastern 
Europe have died of lung cancer caused by exposure to radon gas.”3
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Even as the hazards associated with exposure to radioactive materials became better 
known, the assumption remained: health and environmental risks would take a back seat to 
military priorities.  The government and nuclear contractors covered up risks. Workers were not 
told of the dangers on the job, “down winders” were not told of radioactive fallout associated 
with nuclear bomb tests nor were they informed of major accidents at nuclear weapons sites.  
Communities were kept in the dark regarding contamination that was spreading offsite.

Today, contamination continues to spread and affect the environment and the public at 
each of the major DOE sites.  Some of the sites lie above major resources of drinking water.  For 
example, the Snake River Plain Aquifer beneath the Idaho National Engineering and 
Environmental Lab supplies water for farms and 200,000 residents of Idaho.  The Ogallala 
Aquifer found beneath the Pantex Plant is the largest single water bearing unit in the United 
States, stretching from Nebraska into the Texas Panhandle.  Also major rivers, such as the 
Columbia River and the Savannah River, are threatened.  Immense challenges arise in containing 
the contamination, particularly once it has reached surface or subsurface bodies of water.  

Many forms of remediation are being researched and some have been installed in order to 
reduce the amount of toxic chemicals and radionuclides that enter the environment.  These have 
not been entirely successful, in part because of limits in clean-up technology and also because of 
inadequate knowledge regarding the extent and nature of the contamination.  Of particular 
concern is that current pump-and-treat technology only removes volatile organics and (at two 
sites only) uranium; it does not remove other hazardous radionuclides from contaminated water.  
Even in cases where removal has been successful, hazardous chemicals must be treated and 
radioactive and hazardous materials must be packaged and safely sequestered for hundreds of 
years.  

This report summarizes the contamination found at 13 of the major U.S. Department of 
Energy nuclear weapons sites: Fernald Site, Hanford Reservation, Idaho National Engineering 
and Environmental Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Los Alamos Laboratory, 
Mound Facility, Nevada Test Site, Oak Ridge Reservation, Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant, 
Pantex Plant, Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant, Rocky Flats Site and the Savannah River 
Site.4

The focus of the report is to determine the status of radioactive and chemical waste 
throughout the Department of Energy’s Nuclear Weapons Complex.  We look at both 
uncontained buried waste, waste stored in aboveground containers and the extent of groundwater 
contamination.

In Chapter 1 we present an introduction to hydrology and geology, focusing on the nature 
of aquifers.  Chapter 2 lays out the health hazards of toxic chemicals and radionuclides found in 
groundwater systems at DOE sites.  Chapters 3-15, the major section of this report, examine each 
of the 13 DOE sites we have considered.  At each site we list the contaminants found in 
groundwater and present diagrams showing the extent of contamination.  Chapters 16-18 provide 
an overview of cleanup and discuss remediation technologies that show promise, and Chapter 19 
contains our conclusions and recommendations.

To prepare this report we examined numerous DOE, Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) and General Accounting Office reports for each site along with other materials, such as 
newspaper articles and periodicals.  Public interest groups within the Alliance for Nuclear 
Accountability located near each of their respective DOE sites reviewed the section pertaining to 
their site.  The individuals from their respective groups include: 
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For the Fernald Site -- Lisa Crawford and Pam Dunn (Fernald Residents for Environmental 
Safety and Health, Inc.);

For the Hanford Site -- Tom Carpenter (Government Accountability Project), Gerald Pollet 
and Hyun Lee (Heart of America Northwest);

For the Idaho National Environmental and Engineering Laboratory --Chuck Broscious 
(Environmental Defense Institute), Erik Ringleberg (Keep Yellowstone Nuclear Free) 
and Gary Richardson and Beatrice Brailsford (Snake River Alliance). In addition the 
report prepared by Michele Boyd and Arjun Makhijani from the Institute for Energy and 
Environmental Research, Poison in the Vadose Zone: An examination of threats to the 
Snake River Plain Aquifer from the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental 
Laboratory was particularly useful.

For Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory – Marylia Kelley and Inga Olsen (Tri-
Valley CAREs); 

For Los Alamos National Laboratory -- Joni Arends (Concerned Citizens for Nuclear 
Safety), Greg Mello (Los Alamos Study Group) and Jay Coghlan (Nuclear Watch of New 
Mexico);

For the Mound Facility -- Velma Shearer (Neighbors in Need) and Sharon Cowdrey 
(Miamisburg Environmental Safety and Health);

For the Nevada Test Site -- Kalynda Tilges (Shundahai Network), John Hadder and Dennis 
Weber (Citizen Alert) and Vern Brechin (Tri-Valley CAREs);

For the Oak Ridge Reservation -- Ralph Hutchison (Oak Ridge Environmental Peace 
Alliance);

For the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant -- Mark Donham and Kristi Hanson (Coalition 
for Health Concerns);

For the Pantex Plant -- Pam Allison (Serious Texans Against Nuclear Dumping), Mavis 
Belisle (Peace Farm), and Doris Smith (Panhandle Area Neighbors and Landowners);

For the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant -- Mary Byrd Davis (Yggdrasil Institute), and 
Vina Colley (Portsmouth/Piketon Residents for Environmental Safety and Security);

For the Rocky Flats Site -- LeRoy Moore (Rocky Mountain Peace & Justice Center);
For the Savannah River Site -- Lou Zeller and Don Moniak (Blue Ridge Defense League).

We are grateful for their comments that were incorporated into the final version.  In 
addition to her many useful comments, Susan Gordon, ANA Director, played an essential role in 
organizing this project, securing funding, encouraging assistance from local groups, and for the 
final layout of the report. A special thanks to Bob Schaeffer for honing the Executive Summary 
and Conclusions and providing edits for early drafts of the report. Thanks to Mason Lowe, ANA, 
for proofreading the final report.  Thanks also to Tom Carpenter and Gerald Pollet for reviewing 
the general chapters, particularly the conclusion. Minard Hamilton played a key role as 
Contributing Editor in organizing the subject matter and editing the report.  Another special 
thanks to coworkers at Radioactive Waste Management Associates, Matthew Lamb and Yasha 
Seepaul in creating the graphics for each of the sites, Louisa Luna in a general review of the text, 
and Beat Hintermann in examining procedures of remediation.
Marvin Resnikoff, Senior Associate Radioactive Waste Management Associates
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1 National Research Council, Groundwater and Soil Cleanup: Improving Management of Persistent Contaminants,
National Academy Press, Washington, DC 1999.
2 US Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Complex Cleanup: The Environmental Legacy of Nuclear 
Weapons Production, 1991, p.23.
3 Bertell, Rosalie, No Immediate Danger: Prognosis for a Radioactive Earth, 1985:82
4 Note: In this report we have decided to use the original more simple names of DOE sites, wherever possible.  DOE 
has renamed many of the sites so as to make them seem more benign.  For example, the Rocky Flats Plant was 
renamed Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site.  We prefer to use the less -confusing name, Rocky Flats.
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